Abstract-Let k be a k-element set. We show that the lattice of all strong partial clones on k has no minimal elements. Moreover, we show that if C is a strong partial clone, then the family of all partial subclones of C is of continuum cardinality. We also show that in almost all cases, every strong partial clone contains a family of continuum cardinality of strong partial subclones.
I. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we recall basic concepts and terminology needed throughout the paper. For further background, see [2] , [4] , [5] and [6] .
Let A be a finite set with |A|≥ 2. If |A|= k ≥ 2, then we assume that A = k := {0, . . . , k − 1}. For a positive integer n, an n-ary partial function on k is a map f : dom(f ) → k where dom(f ) is a subset of k n called the domain of f . We denote by Par (n) (k) the set of all n-ary partial functions on k and we set
Par
(n) (k).
For positive integers n, m ≥ 1, and f ∈ Par (n) (k) and g 1 , . . . , g n ∈ Par [6] .
The set of partial clones on k forms a lattice L P k under inclusion, in which the infimum is the set-theoretical intersection. Thus the intersection of arbitrarily many partial clones on k is itself a partial clone on k. Clearly, the set J k of all projections on k is the smallest element in the lattice L P k of partial clones.
For f, g ∈ Par (n) (k), the partial function g is said to be a subfunction of f , fact that we denote by g ≤ f , if holds for every f ∈ C and g ∈ Par(k). For F ⊆ Par(k), we denote its strong closure by Str(F ), i.e.,
Example 1. It is easy to see that the set
is a strong partial clone on k.
Strong partial clones have been widely studied in the literature, see, e.g., [2] , [4] , [5] and [6] for a long list of references. The recent paper [7] is dedicated to the study of strong partial clones of Boolean functions.
It is well known that a partial clone C is strong if and only if Str(J k ) ⊆ C (see, e.g., [2] , Lemma 2.11). Moreover, it is easy to see that the intersection of an arbitrary family of strong partial clones on k is also a strong partial clone. In fact, the set of all strong partial clones, ordered by inclusion, also forms a lattice L Str(P k ) whose smallest element is Str(J k ).
For F ⊆ Par(k), let pclone(F ) denote the strong partial clone generated by F , i.e., the intersection of all strong partial clones on k containing F . As it is well-known, strong partial clones coincide exactly with the sets of polymorphisms of relations on k, that we now briefly describe.
For m ≥ 1, let ρ be an m-ary relation on k (i.e., a subset of k m ). Denote by M(ρ, dom(f )) the set of all m × n matrices M on k whose columns M * j ∈ ρ, for j = 1, . . . , n and whose
It is well known that pPol ρ is a strong partial clone on k called the partial clone determined by ρ. Note that f ∈ pPolρ if there is no matrix M with columns in ρ and rows in dom(f ).
In this paper we first show that minimal strong partial clones (i.e., atoms of L Str(P k ) ) do not exist. Then we show that the family {D : D is a partial clone and D ⊆ Str(J k )} is of continuum cardinality. Since every strong partial clone contains Str(J k ), it follows that any strong partial clone contains a family of partial subclones of continuum cardinality. However, partial clones strictly included in Str(J k ) are not strong. In the last section we thus go a bit further and show that, in almost all cases, a strong partial clone contains a family of strong partial subclones of continuum cardinality.
In what follows, by an n-ary partial projection we mean a subfunction of a projection function whose domain is a proper subset of k n .
II. MINIMAL STRONG PARTIAL CLONES
A minimal partial clone on k is a atom of the lattice L P k . In other words, a partial clone C is minimal if there is no partial clone C 0 such that J k = C 0 ⊂ C ⊂ Par(k). Minimal partial clones consisting of partial functions have been completely described in [1] , none of which is strong. The natural question is then to ask whether strong minimal partial clones exist, i.e., whether atoms of L Str(P k ) exist.
In this section we show that such partial clones do not exist. This result is not surprising, but to our knowledge it has never been published. The idea behind the proof we present here comes from a discussion between the second author and Ferdinand Börner just after the paper [1] has appeared. We will show that, given a partial function g that is not a partial projection function, we can construct a partial function h ∈ pclone(g), with h ∈ Str(J k ) and such that g ∈ pclone(h).
Let g ∈ Str(J k ) be an n-ary partial function and C := pclone(g). We distinguish two cases: g(a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a n }.
Let f be a restriction of g so that any further restriction of the domain of f results in a partial projection. Let
Since f is not a partial projection, the right tuple
T is not a column of the matrix on the left. Let M be the m × n matrix in (1) and let ρ M be the m-ary relation on k consisting of all columns of M . Clearly f ∈ pPol(ρ M ), and thus g ∈ pPol(ρ M ).
Let f be the (n + 2)-ary partial function given by
Now take a c ∈ k, c = b 1 and consider the subfunction h of f whose domain is the set of all rows of the following matrix:
. . , b m are the values of the partial function f .
We therefore have
We show that any restriction of h to a set with at most m tuples is a partial projection. Let h be a restriction of h
for some i = 2, . . . , m, then h is a partial projection function on the same coordinate as the subfunction of f whose domain is contained in the set of rows of M except the i-th row. Now we show that h ∈ pPol(ρ M ). Let N be a m × (n + 2) matrix with all columns in ρ M and all rows in dom(h). Then as N has m rows, the restriction of h on the rows of N is a partial projection function and so it preserves any relation, including the relation ρ M . Thus h ∈ pPol(ρ M ), i.e., pclone(h) ⊆ pPol(ρ M ). Since g ∈ pPol(ρ M ) we conclude that g ∈ pclone(h) and thus pclone(h) C.
There is an n-tuple (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ dom(g) such that g(a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a n }.
Let f be the restriction of g to the domain {(a 1 , . . . , a n )} and let f (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = b with b ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a n }. Choose c = b and define the (n + 2)-ary partial function h by dom(h) = {(a 1 , . . . , a n , c, b), (a 1 , . . . , a n , b, c)} and h(a 1 , . . . , a n , c, b) = h(a 1 , . . . , a n , b, c) = b and proceed as in Case 1. Thus we have shown the following result. 
III. CLONES OF PARTIAL PROJECTIONS
In this section we consider partial clones consisting only of projections and partial projection functions. For F ⊆ Par(k), let F denote the partial clone generated by F , i.e., the intersection of all partial clones on k containing F . Notice that F is not necessarily a strong partial clone.
Let R n denote the set of all n-tuples on k of weight 1, i.e.,
Furthermore, let p n be the n-ary partial projection given by
Let P := {p n : n ≥ 2}. We will show that for t ≥ 2, p t ∈ P \ {p t } . Recall Lemma 2.10 in [2] . Lemma 1. Let F ⊆ Par(k) and set Proof. We prove Lemma 2 by induction on ≥ 0. For = 0,
. . g n ∈ D , it follows from the induction hypothesis that for every i = 1, . . . , n, either g i is a total projection or g i is a partial projection with R t ⊆ dom(g i ).
Suppose first that g i is a partial projection for some i = 1, . . . , n. Then R t ⊆ dom(g i ) and thus there is a v ∈ R t \ dom(g i ). But then by the definition of the composition of partial functions p := f [g 1 , . . . , g n ] is not defined on the tuple v, and thus v ∈ dom(p). This shows that R t ⊆ dom(p).
Suppose now that each g 1 , . . . , g n is a total projection of arity
. . , g n ] is a total projection and we are done.
So suppose that f is a partial projection. Since f ∈ D 0 , we have f = p n with n = t. Case 1. Let n < t. Then there is a j ∈ {1, . . . , t} such e t j ∈ {g 1 , . . . , g n }. Therefore
Case 2. Let t < n. Then there are j, k ∈ {1, . . . , t}, j = k, such that g j = g k . Without loss of generality, suppose that g j = g k = e t j . In this case, the t-tuple v j defined in (2) does not belong to dom(p), since the n-tuple (g 1 ( v j ) , . . . , g n ( v j )) contains at least two entries equal to 1, and thus (g 1 ( v j ) , . . . , g n ( v j )) ∈ dom(f ). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
From Lemma 2, it follows that p t ∈ P \ {p t } for every t ≥ 2, and thus we have the following corollary.
Let F J k be the set of all partial clones contained in Str(J k ).
Corollary 2. The set F J k is of continuum cardinality on k.
Now as every strong partial clone on k contains the set Str(J k ) we immediately have the following result. Also, throughout this section, assume that the n-ary partial function f , the matrix A and the number m of rows of A are fixed. Moreover, suppose throughout that the following condition is satisfied: (*) there is α ∈ k such that the m-tuple (α, . . . , α)
T is not a column of A. We shall discuss the remaining cases for f in the next section. Now to simplify the notation, we assume α = 0, i.e., we assume that (0, . . . , 0)
T is not a column of A. Denote by I r the identity matrix of size r ≥ 2 on k, i.e., I r is the r × r matrix with symbol 1 on its diagonal and with 0 elsewhere. Furthermore, consider the following infinite set of positive integers 
Consequently, if t > with t, ∈ E, then t ≥ m + 1.
We will construct an infinite set of partial functions {f : ∈ E} each of which in pclone(f ), and with the property that for every ∈ E, f ∈ pclone({f k : k = , k ∈ E}).
For ∈ E, let M be the matrix whose n first columns are 
Let ρ be the relation that consists of all columns of M . Note that ρ is a relation of arity m × over k. Now let f be the partial function of arity n + m × whose domain is the set of all rows of the matrix M , and that is given by f ( v) = f (a Here m = n = 3 and for 7 = 2 × 3 + 1 ∈ E, we get
I21
Note that this matrix has 7 rows starting with (0, 0, 1), 7 rows starting with (0, 1, 1), and 7 rows starting with (2, 0, 1).
Lemma 3.
For each ∈ E, we have that f ∈ pclone(f ) and that f is not a partial projection.
Proof. It is easy to see that f ∈ pclone(f ). Since f is not a partial projection, none of the n first columns of M is equal to (b 1 , . . . , b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b 2 , . . . , b n , . . . , b n ) T .
Lemma 4. If , t ∈ E, then f ∈ pPolρ t if and only if = t.
Proof. Clearly, f ∈ pPolρ . We show that if t = , then there is no matrix whose rows are rows of the matrix M and whose columns belong to the relation ρ t . For the sake of contradiction, suppose that such a matrix B exists. Then B has m × t rows and n + m × columns. Let Given that this column belongs to ρ t and given that each row of A occurs t times in M t , we conclude that r is a multiple of t.
For i = 0, 1, . . . , s let r i be the number of rows of M that are repeated i × t times in B, with r 0 being the number of rows in M that appear only once in B. Then counting the rows of B we get the equality
i.e., r 0 is a multiple of t. As m × is the total number of rows in M , and since at least one row of M is repeated in B, we have that r 0 < m × . Furthermore, as t ≥ m × + 1, we conclude that r 0 < m × < t and thus r 0 = 0. Hence, every row of M appears i × t times in B with i ≥ 1. It thus follows that B has no column with one 1 and m × t − 1 0's, i.e., every column of B is one of the first n columns of M t . 
we conclude that at least one column of B R must contain only 0's, which again yields a contradiction.
Proof. Since ∈ X, by Lemma 4 we have that f t ∈ pPolρ for every t ∈ X, and thus pclone({f t : t ∈ X}) ⊆ pPolρ . Since f ∈ pPolρ , we have f ∈ pclone({f t : t ∈ X}). Now let C be a strong partial clone and suppose that C contains an n-ary partial function f ∈ Str(J k ) such that |dom(f )|= m. Suppose also that f satisfies condition ( * ). Reconsider the sets E and {f : ∈ E} defined above. By Corollary 3, for every X, Y ⊆ E with X = Y , the two strong partial clones pclone({f t : t ∈ X}) and pclone({f t : t ∈ Y }) are distinct and both are contained in pclone(f ) ⊆ C. Therefore, we have the following corollary. 
V. FINAL REMARKS
The construction we presented in Section IV does not hold if all constant columns belong to the domain. To illustrate this fact, consider the following example. Conjecture. Let C = Str(k) be a strong partial clone over k. Then the family of all strong partial clones contained in C is of continuum cardinality.
